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4 May 2017Maxillary sinus filling in rapid maxillary expansion in the adult patient. Rapid maxillary expansion is considered to
be the most efficient and best treatment for the correction of transverse maxillary deficiencies in children. However, adult
patients have the potential to benefit from this procedure, as they are expected to develop more favorable biologic bone
conditions and have increased skeletal stability. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of rapid maxillary expansion in
adult patients with class III malocclusion using a cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan. A retrospective cohort study
was carried out on adult patients (n = 15) who underwent rapid maxillary expansion using a fixed orthodontic protocol. Pre- and
post-expansion CBCT scans were evaluated at baseline and follow-up for changes in maxillary sinus volume. There were no
statistically significant differences in the maxillary sinus volumes (P >.05). All variables were entered into a linear regression
model that failed to detect any relationship between follow-up maxillary sinus volumes and patient age, sex, or presence of
concurrent mandibular deviation (P >.05). Rapid maxillary expansion increased the volume of the maxillary sinus in adult
patients, although no correlations were found between the post-expansion sinus volume and sex, age, and mandibular
deviation.Q: TFS 2015 Version Control and ClearCase? My team wants to use TFVC in combination with the latest
ClearCase/SafeCase feature. Is this supported? We also want to use VCS tagging in combination with the new VCS Tab of the
Version Control Tab in TFS. So it's very important to be able to "Create Tags" or something like that and link them to a specific
version in ClearCase. If this is not possible with ClearCase SafeCase, is there an alternative? A: TFVC + ClearCase is currently
not supported as mentioned here in TFS2015 version control overview Perferences you can use for TFVC that are available for
TFVC and ClearCase are: Migrate paths to branches Default branch for new projects No permissions inheritance for TFVC has
been supported yet. To support ClearCase tagging see this
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